Complete classroom solutions from uCertify
uCertify courses, labs and simulators are feature-rich, interactive foundational learning tools. Pre- and post-assessments, exercises,
practice tests and instructional videos seamlessly integrate with your current training offering giving students the best chance to
meet their certification goals.
Available individually or bundled with an exam voucher for greater savings.

Four reasons to choose uCertify:
1.	Teach, not manage. uCertify provides powerful tools to help manage
classes, freeing up more time to teach.
2. Powerful student management tools
•
•
•
•
•
•

Create and manage sections
Easily move students between sections
Plan lectures
Visibility into student’s study plan
Create assessments
Review detailed student performance reports

3. Great courses, labs and test prep, delivered your way
• Add content and rearrange existing content
• Instructor-led class options: in-person, online and blended scenarios
4.
•
•
•
•

Easy to implement and manage
Portal for students to activate and access purchased products
Integrates easily with all major LMSs, and offers single sign-in
Flexible distribution through bookstore, website, etc.
Cloud-based – nothing to install, maintain, upgrade, monitor or support
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3.
4.
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7.

Best College and Career Readiness Solution
Best Corporate / Workforce Learning Solution
Best Education Cloud-based Solution
Best Learning Relationship Management Solution
Best Postsecondary Learning Content Solution
Best Postsecondary LMS or Learning Platform
Best Virtual Learning Solution

Courses
uCertify courses are cloud-based, flexible, learning solutions that engage students through interactivity and instantaneous
feedback in a classroom setting. The comprehensive uCertify courses contain interactive e-text, assessments, quizzes,
exercises, practice tests and instructor resources in addition to other features. The Study Planner feature allows students to
map out a study plan in any one of the three learning modes — Test, Learn or Review — depending on their learning style.
For instructors
• Super roster for course and student management
• Master course and instantaneous cloning for
multiple sections
• Powerful analytics to track student engagement
and progress
• Customizable assignment dates and skill
mastery levels
• Pre- and post-assessments for benchmarking
• Maps to certification exam domains (when applicable)
• Grade book export feature
• Learning Tools Interoperability (LTI)
compliant for integration

For students
• Device agnostic: Access courses online from any
operating system or device
• Easy-to-use dashboard interface
• Interactive eLearning elements throughout
• Exercises, flash cards and quizzes
• Video tutorials
• Track progress via a personal study planner

Labs
Easy-to-use uCertify labs are online, hands-on labs created to give students the chance to practice real-world skills in
a safe environment. These award-winning labs connect theory and concepts by allowing students to apply their knowledge
to situations they are likely to encounter on the job. The labs are a competency-based, interactive form of online training
that simulates the hardware, software and operating systems students would use as practicing professionals. Additionally, video
tutorial supplements show students the solutions to the labs, giving a demonstration in addition to the explanation. As with the
courses, uCertify labs are equipped with the Study Planner that allows students to prepare in the mode that best complements their
learning style.

Simulators
These state-of-the-art, interactive network simulators provide effective hands-on skills enhancement for the classroom
without the investment in expensive lab equipment. Simulators are an essential classroom learning aid created specifically
to help students prepare for performance-based questions, which require exam candidates to perform a task or solve a
problem within a simulated IT environment. uCertify simulators contain:
•
•
•
•
•

Hundreds of hands-on practice labs map directly to textbooks
Scenario-based labs develop critical thinking and problem-solving skills
A bonus of 50 assessment labs that can be used for quizzes, tests and end-of-course assessments
An open command environment that allows students to explore configurations beyond the lab steps
Detailed grade reports that provide automatic scoring for each lab and comprehensive student performance data

Ready to learn more?
Find uCertify learning tools and see how Pearson VUE can grow your testing and training center. For more information please contact:
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